
 STAKES WINNER at Santa Anita

GRADE 3 PLACED 

 DURABLE: Raced 29 Times Without a Layoff

                    Physical: $195,000 2-Year-Old in Training
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SUPER PATRIOT
UNUSUAL HEAT X PATRIOT C H (REDATTORE (BRZ)
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OVERVIEW

SUPER PATRIOT rolls home a winner in the Fran's Valentine Stakes. 



PAST PERFORMANCES

SUPER PATRIOT        showed signs of her talent early on selling for $195,000 at the 
2017 Barret's 2-year-old in training sale. She really came into her own in 2019 
when she racked up 2 allowance wins at the Del Mar summer meet. In her first 
win that meet, she defeated a full field of 10 other fillies and mares. 2 weeks later, 
she notched another victory while defeating 7 other Stakes horses in the process. 

SUPER PATRIOT then made her 
Stakes debut in the Swingtime 
S. at Santa Anita where she ran
3rd behind the multiple Graded
Stakes winning TOINETTE. Next
out, she finished 2nd beaten by
just a nose, in the Kathryn
Crosby S. at Del Mar, before
earning her first Graded Stakes
placing in the G3 Megahertz.
(Click to watch race replay       ).

SUPER PATRIOT (left) narrowly misses in the G3 Megahertz.  

Back at Santa Anita in June, SUPER PATRIOT earned her first Stakes victory in the 
$100,000 Fran's Valentine. Sitting off the pace, she made a sweeping run around 
the far turn to eat up the field in the stretch, winning going away by 1-3/4 lengths. 
In this victory, she easily defeated Grade 3 winning/Grade 1 placed WARREN'S 
SHOWTIME. (Click to watch race replay       ).

SUPER PATRIOT was a durable racehorse, running 29 times without ever taking a 
serious break. She earned 6 career wins, 6 seconds, and 6 thirds while racking up 
a Stakes win, Grade 3 placing, and 3 other Stakes placings. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sN-LLaYAhS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUui09H0B9M
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SUMMARY

JAKE MEMOLO

She is a solid physical ($195,000 BAR2YO) and is the first foal from her 
young dam, who hails from the A.P. Indy line. SUPER PATRIOT's 2-year-old 
sister is nearing a start at the current Del Mar meet, giving the chance for 
the immediate family to develop further. 

A 2-turn turf specialist, 
SUPER PATRIOT would use 
her customary late kick 
to make a come from 
behind move in each of her 
6-lifetime wins. She was 
consistent on the track, 
hitting the board in 7 of 
her last 8 races, which 
included a Stakes win, 
Grade 3 placing, and 3 
additional Stakes 
placings. 
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